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Let SAS Play a Pivotal Role in Your Life

Creating Pivot Tables in Excel with 

SAS: What are the options?

Demonstration of  the following 

Options:   VB, Add In & ODS
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Why Use Pivot Tables?

A PivotTable report is an interactive, cross-tabulated 
Excel report that summarizes and analyzes data from 
various sources, including those that are external to Excel

� Drill down capabilities

� Pivot tables can be performed on multiple subsets of 
data

� User friendly hands-on reports

� Management and decision makers are asking for it

� With SAS, the pivot tables can be repeated for 
production reports on a daily, weekly or monthly basis
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SAS & Pivot Tables: What are the Options?

�Option 1: Using DDE (Dynamic Data 
Exchange)

�Option 2: Using Visual Basic (VB)

�Option 3: Using SAS Add-In for 
Microsoft

�Option 4: Using ODS 
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Using DDE 

• Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is a method of 

dynamically exchanging information between 

Windows applications. 

• DDE uses a client/server relationship to enable 

a client application to request information from 

a server application. 

• SAS is always the client. In this role, SAS 

requests data from server applications, sends 

data to server applications, or sends 

commands to server applications. 
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Using SAS code and Visual Basic

In Excel :  VB code for the pivot table

� Write the VB code 

� Get the code by recording a macro (save 

as an .xlsm file)

In SAS :  SAS code to:

� Export data into Excel

� Invoke the VB script to create the pivot 

table
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Using SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office 
This tool gives you the SAS capabilities for data access, reporting 
and analytics directly from Microsoft Office tools, including Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint from the Microsoft Outlook mail client and 
from the Microsoft SharePoint portal
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Using SAS Add In for Microsoft Office

Working with a SAS table

Data sources can be opened directly into an

Excel worksheet or PivotTable.
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PivotTableWorksheet
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Using SAS Add In for Microsoft Office

When selecting a data source to bring into an Excel 
worksheet or PivotTable, you have several options for 
choosing which information to load and where to load it.
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Using SAS Add In for Microsoft Office

Working with SAS OLAP cubes

Multidimensional OLAP cubes can be opened into an 
Excel PivotTable.

OLAP systems also provide the following benefits:

� fast access to calculations and summaries of an organization’s 
data 

� support for multiple user access and multiple queries

� the ability to handle multiple drill-down paths through the data

� the ability to presummarize and consolidate data 
for faster query and reporting functions

� the ability to expand the number of drill paths 
as a business grows
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Viewing SAS OLAP Cubes in Microsoft Excel

When you use the SAS
Add-In for Microsoft Office 
4.3 in Microsoft Excel, there 
are two OLAP viewers 
available for cubes:

� PivotTable reports

� The SAS OLAP Viewer
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Viewing Cubes Using the SAS Add-In

Using Microsoft Excel, you can view a SAS OLAP cube. 
When a SAS OLAP cube is opened into a PivotTable 
report, the SAS add-in automatically populates the rows 
and columns
of the 
PivotTable 
report.
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The PivotTable Field List

The PivotTable Field List enables 
you to add, rearrange, and remove 
fields.

By default, the PivotTable Field 
List displays two sections: 

� a field section for adding and 
removing fields

� a layout section for rearranging 
and repositioning fields
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Explore data

Explore the data by doing the following:

� expand and collapse data

� show underlying details of values

� sort and filter items

� add custom calculations and formulas
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Drilling Through to Detail

You can use drilling to navigate in your data from the 
most summarized levels to the most detailed levels.

When you drill through on a cell, the records that were 
summarized to produce that cell are displayed in a new 
Excel worksheet.
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Sorting the Displayed Data

You can sort data by the following choices:

� text (A to Z or Z to A)

� numbers (smallest to largest or largest to smallest)

� dates and times (oldest to newest and newest to oldest)
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Filtering the Displayed Data

Use the Report filter field (    ) to filter data by specific 
items.

To indicate that a filter is applied, the icon changes to    .
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Report Format: Add a PivotChart Report

A PivotChart report provides a graphical representation 
of the data in a PivotTable report.
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Using SAS ODS

� The Output Delivery System (ODS) gives you greater 
flexibility in generating, storing, and reproducing SAS 
procedures and DATA step output, with a wide range of 
formatting options. 

� ODS provides formatting functionality that is not 
available from individual procedures or from the DATA 
step alone. ODS overcomes these limitations and 
enables you to format your output more easily. 

� CSV

� HTML

� MSOFFICE2K

� TAGSETS.EXCELXP
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Using SAS ODS

� Pivot tables can be added to an Excel worksheet using 
the TableEditor tagset. 

� Options can be used to add one or more columns to 
the row, column, page, and data areas of the layout in 
Excel. 

� Additional options

can be specified 

to modify the

statistics or 

functions from 

the default of 

SUM. 
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Using SAS ODS
� The sample TableEditor tagset, which is not included 

with the SAS® System, can be downloaded by 
submitting the following statements:

filename temp url

‘http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/ods/odsmarkup/tableeditor/

tableeditor.tpl’;

%include temp;

� You can also download the tagset and the help file 
directly from the following location:

support.sas.com/rnd/base/ods/odsmarkup/tableeditor/index.html
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Using SAS ODS
To create PivotTable reports in, you use functionality from 
the Excel toolbar. In Excel, you generate the table by 
adding data to the Row, Column, Page, or Data areas in 
the layout by using the following predefined options:

• PIVOTPAGE= option:  creates the report layout.

• PIVOTROW= option :  enables you to add one or more 
variables to the row.

• PIVOTCOL= option:    enables you to add one or more 
variables to the column.

• PIVOTDATA= option:  enables you to supply one or 
more variables to the analysis.
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Conclusion

� Multiple options are available depending on:

� the applications the user has

� the user knowledge of the different tools

� SAS Add in is the easiest tool to use; it gives you the 
pivot tables instantly without manipulation

� Creating customized PivotTable and PivotChart reports 
is also easy with SAS ODS markup language. 
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Resources - Papers
ODS

Using SAS® Output Delivery System (ODS) Markup to Generate Custom

PivotTable and PivotChart Reports

Chevell Parker, SAS Institute

SAS Add In for Microsoft

The Armchair Quarterback:

Writing SAS® Code for the Perfect Pivot (Table, That Is)

Peter Eberhardt, Fernwood Consulting Group Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada

Louanna Kong, SAS Software (Beijing) Co., Ltd, Beijing, China

VB

Creating Microsoft Excel Pivot Tables from SAS® - (Part 2)

John DeMeo, Royal & SunAlliance, Charlotte NC
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Questions?

Thank you for 
attending!

josee.ranger-lacroix@sas.com


